follows from the lemma that the analytic disk 5= {L(r)=Li+/(f)(L2 -Pi). f£A} is contained in P and Z.i=Ptr-j(o»£8 P2 = P(/-i(i)>G5. and Li, L2Ea such that LiEo~C\P and L2r^Li. Thus we can find a sequence anEAiA) such that if x" = Pi(a"), y" = P2(a"), then x"->1, yn-*a, -l^agl, and [x", y"]-»1 as ra->°o. Since a is open, for all sufficiently small e>0, ||ii + e(Li -L2)|| ^1 and in particular, | x" + e(x" -y") | < 1 for all ra. Clearly this last inequality is impossible for all ra if a<l.
If a=l we may assume that *B>y» for all ra, for otherwise we can interchange Li and L2. |xn+«(*n -y»)| <1 implies to functional analysis to obtain an equivalence relation is due to A. Gleason. In his original paper [2] this however is not made explicit.
In the context of [2] , A is a function algebra, Li, P2 are homomorphisms of A and the equivalence relation is defined as Li~L2 if ||Pi -P2II <2. In this case this does imply p(Pi, L2) < co ; for, A being a function algebra, if P(f) =X(f-joi)/(l -/if), |\| =1, |/x| <1 is any conformal automorphism of A, and aGA(^4), there is a unique Tia)
GA(^4) such that for any homomorphism L of A, TiLia)) =L(f"(a)).
Furthermore, given fi( w,-£A (»=1, 2) and p(fi, f2) =p(wi, w2) there is an automorphism T of A with TiJ//)=Wi (*=1, 2), in particular we can find r, 0^r<l such that p(fi, f2) =p(r, -r). Thus, if L\, L2
are homomorphisms of A, p(Pi, P2)=sup p(r, -r), the supremum taken over all aGA(^4) with Pi(a)=r, LJa) = -r. Hence ||Pi -P2|| sup 2r = 2 if p(Pi, L/) -=0. Another notion of part has been introduced by Bear [3] for A a real linear space of real continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X. The essential property of these parts is that they are characterized by conditions (a) of Theorem 1 and 2. Thus the concept of hyperbolic part introduced here coincides with previous definitions of "part" where applicable.
In conclusion, I would like to thank Professor A. Gleason for several helpful discussions concerning parts and hyperbolic geometry. 
